Wednesday 2 August 2017

Meriam Saleh
Ph.D. Candidate
Biomedical & Veterinary Sciences
Virginia-Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine
Center for Molecular Medicine and Infectious Diseases
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061

Dear Dr Saleh:

Please allow me to thank you for your commitment to animal health.

I have received your request, which I have reproduced, below, in yellow highlighting.

I published an article in JAVMA in 2016 (J Am Vet Med Assoc. 2016 Sep 15;249(6):644-9) and would like to request permission to reuse the manuscript for my PhD dissertation. If you grant me permission to reuse the manuscript could you please include a copyright letter of permission or other suitable form that I can provide to the graduate school? The paper can be included as the PDF version exactly from the journal just with a preceding cover page, and it will be published electronically, but the dissertation will not be available online for 1 year. Virginia Tech allows open access to the dissertation through their electronic thesis and dissertation management website VTechWorks after the 1 year embargo period.

We are pleased to grant permission to you for this use.

Congratulations on your achievement!

AMERICAN VETERINARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

Diane A Fagen, Copyright and Permissions
Authors Re-Using Their Own Work

SAGE Journal authors are able to reuse their Contribution in certain circumstances without requiring permission from SAGE. It is important to check your signed Contributor Agreement and/or the submission guidelines for the journal to which you submitted your Contribution to review the journal's policy regarding author re-use.

Gold Open Access and SAGE Choice

If you wish to re-use an Open Access Contribution published under a Creative Commons License, please see Request of Open Access Content for more information.

Green Open Access: SAGE’s archiving policy

Next SAGE journals are published under SAGE’s Green Open Access policy, which allows you, as author, to re-use your Contribution as indicated below. For a list of times that are exceptions to this policy, please scroll down to the bottom of the page.

Green Open Access policy:

- You may share the version of the Contribution you submitted to the journal (version 1) anywhere at any time.
- Once the Contribution has been accepted for publication, you may post the accepted version (version 2) of the Contribution on your own personal website, your department’s website or the repository of your institution without any restrictions.
- You may not post the accepted version (version 2) of the Contribution in any repository other than those listed above (i.e., you may not deposit it in the repository of another institution or a subject repository) until 12 months after first publication of the Contribution in the journal. You may use the published Contribution (version 3) for your own teaching needs or to supply at an individual level to research colleagues, provided that such supply is not commercial in nature.
- You may post the published Contribution (version 3) in a repository without permission from SAGE.

When posting or reusing your Contribution under this policy, appropriate credit must be given to the SAGE journal where the Contribution has been published, as the original source of the content, as follows: Authors, Article Title, Journal Title (Journal Volume Number and Issue Number) pp. xxxx, Copyright © [year] (Copyright Holder). Reprinted by permission of SAGE Publications.

The chart below indicates common requests and an explanation of how Version of the article can be used in each circumstance. If the table below indicates that permission is required, please see the instructions for requesting permission at "Journal Permissions".